COPELAND SYMPTOM CHECKLIST FOR ATTENTION DEFICIT DISORDERS
Attention Defecit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD)
and Undifferentiated Attention Deficit Disorder (ADD)

This checklist was developed from the experience of many specialist in the field of Attention Deficit Disorders and
Hyperactivity. It is designed to help assess whether your child/student has ADHS or ADD, to what degree and if so,
in which area(s) difficulties are experienced. Please mark all statements. Thank you for your assistance in completing
this information.
Date

* denotes ADD with Hyperactivity (ADHD)
ADD denotes with H eractivity (Undifferentiated ADD)
I. INATTENTION/DISTRACTIBILITY
* 0 l .A short attention span, especially for low-interest activities

* o .E
II. IMPULSIVITY
* 1.Excitabilit
* 0 2.Low frustration tolerance
* 0 3.Acts before thinking
* 0 4.Disor anization
* 0 5.Poor planning ability
*
*

*
*
*
*
*

0
0

8.Re uires much su ervision
9.Constantly in trouble for deeds of omission as well as deeds of

2.Diminished need for sleep
3.Excessive talking
4.Excessive running, jumping, and climbing
5.Motor restlessness during sleep, kicks covers off, moves around
6.Difficulty staying seated at meals, in class, etc. Walks around class.

*
*

5.Teases peers and siblings excessively
6.Bullies or bosses other children
X. FAMILY INTERACTION PROBLEMS
1.Fre uent famil conflict
2.Activities and social gatherings are unpleasant
3.Parents ar ue over disci line since nothin works
4.Mother spends hours and hours on homework with ADD child leaving
little time for others in famil
6.Arguments occur between parents and child over responsibilities and
chores
7.Stress is continuous from child's social and academic roblems
8.Parents, especially mother, frustrated
alone
hopeless
feels
guilty
angry
helpless
afraid for
sad and
child
disappointed depressed
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Date:------------- - -ADHD CHECKLIST (DSM-IV)
Circle any that apply compared to other children the same age.
Inattention
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Careless
Poor sustained attention
Doesn't listen
Poor follow through
Poor Organization
Poor sustained mental effort
Loses things
Easily distracted
Forgetful in daily activities

